A quantum-dynamics study of the prototropic tautomerism of guanine and its contribution to spontaneous point mutations in Escherichia coli.
High-level quantum-chemical and quantum-dynamics calculations are reported on the tautomerization equilibrium and rate constants of guanine and its complexes with one and two water molecules. The results are used to estimate the fraction of guanine present in the cell during DNA synthesis as the unwanted tautomer that forms an irregular base pair with thymine, thus giving rise to a spontaneous GC --> AT point mutation. A comparison of the estimated mutation frequency with the observed frequency in Escherichia coli is used to analyze two proposed mechanisms, differing in the extent of equilibration reached in the tautomerization reaction. In the absence of water, the equilibrium concentration of tautomeric forms is relatively large, but the barrier to their formation is high. If water is present, tautomeric forms are less favored, but water molecules may serve as efficient proton conduits causing rapid tautomerization. It is tentatively concluded that the mechanism in which a high tautomerization barrier keeps the tautomeric transformation far from a state of equilibrium is more likely than a mechanism in which water and/or polymerases produce a low equilibrium concentration of the tautomeric forms.